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Vermont sister inns repeat listing in travel guide’s top lodging selections
GREEN MOUNTAIN INN AND WILLOUGHVALE INN ONCE AGAIN NAMED TO NEW ENGLAND TRAVEL 2010 ‘BEST
OF NEW ENGLAND’
STOWE, VT – The Green Mountain Inn in Stowe, VT and its sister property the WilloughVale Inn in Westmore, VT have been
named for the second year in a row to the New England Travel 2010 “Best of New England” list published by the editors of
Boston Magazine. The guide’s travel experts research inns and hotels throughout New England and their selections are
based on a variety of criteria including level of hospitality, quality of accommodations, customer service, amenities and
dining choices.

Says Innkeeper Patti Clark, “We are delighted that the Green Mountain Inn and WilloughVale Inn have been named to the
‘Best of New England’ list two years in a row, as our goal has always been to offer our guests a memorable stay at a great
value for their hard‐earned travel dollars. We are continually upgrading and reinvesting in both properties to make sure our
accommodations are comfortable, welcoming and our amenities of the highest quality. We take pride in our long tradition
of consistently delivering outstanding customer service, attention to detail and the warm hospitality our guests have come
to expect from us. To see both inns named to the New England Travel 2010 list tells us we’re on the right track in meeting
those expectations.”

Recently the Green Mountain Inn was voted Number 34 in the Condé Nast Traveler on concierge.com fifteenth annual
“Readers’ Choice Survey of Top 50 Ski Hotels in North America” and TripAdvisor.com ranks the inn as the #1 Hotel in Stowe.

Says Clark, “The Green Mountain Inn and the WilloughVale Inn are set in two incredibly beautiful Vermont locations, each
with its own distinctive character and ambiance. Guests at either inn are sure to enjoy a truly unforgettable escape.”

Situated in the heart of Stowe village, the historic Green Mountain Inn has been offering travelers respite for over 175 years.
The Inn features 107 accommodations ranging from traditional guest rooms to luxury suites and townhouses. Dining
options include the Main Street Dining Room as well as the famed Whip Bar and Grill.

Guests at the equally historic WilloughVale Inn overlooking Lake Willoughby in Vermont’s magnificent Northeast Kingdom,
may choose from four lakeview cottages, 10 unique main inn rooms or four shoreline cottages.
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